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Like Francis Wilmot's, but with those enticing eyes, much
more eager. What was it about those eyes that made
them so unusual and attractive ?—surely the suspicion
of a squint! She had a way of standing, too—a trick of
the neck, the head was beautifully poised. Lovely
clothes, of course! Fleur's glance swept swiftly down
to calves and ankles. Not thick, not crooked! No
luck!
" I think it's just wonderful of you to let me come and
help."
" Not a bit.   Holly will put you wise/*
" That sounds nice and homey.*'
"Oh! We all use your expressions now. Will you
take her provisioning, Holly ? "
When the girl had gone, under Holly's wing, Fleur bit
her lip. By the uncomplicated glance of Jon's wife she
guessed that Jon had not told her. How awfully young!
Fleur felt suddenly as if she herself had never had a youth.
Ah! If Jon had not been caught away from her! Her
bitten lip quivered, and she buried it in the mouthpiece
of the telephone.
Whenever again—three or four times—before the canteen
was closed, she saw the girl, she forced herself to be cordial
Instinctively she felt that she must shut no doors on life
just now. What Jon's reappearance meant to her she
could not yet tell; but no one should put a finger this
time in whatever pie she chose to make. She was mistress
of her face and movements now, as she had never been
when she and Jon were babes in the wood. With a warped
pleasure she heard Holly's : " Anne thinks you wonderful,
Fleur! " No ! Jon had not told his wife about her. It
was like him, for the secret had not been his alone ! But
bow long would that girl be left in ignorance I On the
day the canteen dosed she said to Holly:

